Service Overview

Modernize your Meeting Room Experience
with Microsoft Teams Rooms
Services for Dell Meeting Space Solutions for Microsoft Teams Rooms
The evolution of collaboration spaces
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As organizations look to leverage solutions that enable dynamic teams to
communicate and collaborate within the workplace, Microsoft Teams continues to be
an attractive choice because of its pre-integrated ecosystem within Microsoft 365—
which makes it extremely easy to set up meetings using Outlook calendars, email,
or chat. Microsoft Teams, the chat-based collaboration platform, is complete with
document sharing, online meetings, and many more extremely useful features for
business communications.
However, the meeting experience continues to change, and the use of collaboration
conferencing solutions has exploded. Today’s modern workforce is shifting
dramatically in many ways; most notably, into hybrid work environments*. Physical
meeting rooms are expected to have meetings running with some portion of
attendees being remote.
So, how do we collaborate and get things done when our workforce is distributed
across multiple locations? Microsoft Teams Rooms help deliver people-centric,
collaborative meeting experiences for participants joining from the meeting room or
remotely. Teams Rooms create an inclusive experience for people in the room and
remote viewers alike with features such as live captions and together mode. It
provides a complete meeting experience that brings HD video, audio, and content
sharing to meetings of all sizes, from small huddle areas to large conference rooms
and allows organizations to transform meeting spaces ranging from small huddle
areas to large conference rooms with a rich, collaborative Teams experience that's
simple to use. Harnessing these rich capabilities requires the skills of an
experienced Microsoft partner.
Dell Technologies Services can help you deploy and fully adopt Microsoft Teams
and Teams Meeting Rooms to maximize its potential to create an integrated meeting
solution that reshapes the collaborative environment into a simple, consistent, and
reliable experience.
Introducing Dell Meeting Space Solutions for Microsoft Teams Rooms
The Dell Meeting Space Solution for Microsoft Teams Meetings is an intelligent,
validated solution that improves teamwork and productivity by transforming existing
conference rooms into smart, secure connected meeting spaces. It enables you to
transform group collaboration in any meeting space with a total conference room
solution that includes Logitech Room Solutions and Dell Large Format Monitors
powered by the unmatched performance of Dell OptiPlex Micro. This total
conference room solution has been tested and validated—no more guessing games
and messy hodgepodge configurations, our Dell team has made sure of it.
* Source: A Forrester Consulting Thought Leadership Spotlight Commissioned by Dell: Optimize Your Hybrid
Workforce with Flexible Work-From-Home Policies and Monitors, July 2020
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There are three configurations; one for a small, medium and large meeting space depending on your business needs
and budget. Dell Meeting Space Solutions are all tested and validated to work out of the box for easy deployment and
manageability. All solutions provide a seamless collaboration experience remote or in the office with one-touch join,
easy content sharing and center of room control.

Services to accelerate implementation and customer success with Dell Meeting Space Solutions for
Microsoft Teams Rooms
Dell Technologies Services can help enhance your meeting room experience with the Dell Meeting Space Solution
for Microsoft Teams Rooms. Our services are designed to accelerate your deployment, adoption, and success with
Microsoft Teams Rooms. We offer two services to help you use the integrated meeting solution to reshape your
collaborative environment into a simple, consistent, and reliable experience for all of your employees, remote and onsite. The two services provide expert assistance for the initial setup, configuration and integration of Dell Meeting
Space Solution for Microsoft Teams Rooms and ensure that the solution for Microsoft Teams Rooms is properly
configured and validated within your existing Microsoft Office 365 Teams tenant.
The Microsoft Teams Rooms Platform Readiness Service helps customers review and understand best practices
for the configuration of the Microsoft Teams Rooms settings in their Microsoft Office 365 tenant and determine their
overall readiness. This service prepares the Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment with several critical, central tasks
within the Microsoft Office 365 Teams tenant. At the conclusion of this service, a readiness report is delivered; it
captures the overall readiness requirements and status of the environment.
The Dell team will provide best practices for organizational units and Active Directory group(s) for your Microsoft
Teams Rooms machine and service accounts, as well as Group Policy objects (GPOs). Additional tenant preparation
includes items such as the creation of dedicated and unique resource accounts that must be enabled for both
Microsoft Teams and Exchange to support Microsoft Teams Rooms devices.
The Microsoft Teams Rooms Implementation Service is designed to accelerate the implementation of a Microsoft
Teams Room solution for each conference space in a customer’s environment. This service verifies configuration and
functionality for each Dell Meeting Space Solution for Microsoft Teams Rooms across all your locations.

This implementation service includes the following activities:
• Validation of prerequisites and readiness
• Microsoft Teams Rooms app setup and initial configuration
• Additional optional configuration such as Active Directory domain join, account configuration, and needed
customization
• Microsoft Teams Room functional verification
Together, these two services will accelerate adoption of your Dell Meeting Space Solution for Microsoft
Teams Rooms—a smart, secure, connected meeting space solution with compute, software and hardware
all in one.
• Simple, validated solution for any meeting space
• Supported by a three-year hardware warranty for Dell devices and optional ProSupport
• Supports Dell’s smallest, most powerful commercial desktop—the OptiPlex Micro for compute, enabled with
the unmatched screen performance of Dell Large Format Monitors, superior audio and visual technologies of
Logitech Room Solutions with today’s top collaboration software solutions from Microsoft Teams Rooms
Elevating your entire Microsoft 365 ecosystem
Finally, we offer a wide range of services for Microsoft Teams and Microsoft 365 to help customers drive business
outcomes. Dell’s services include deployment, migration and adoption & change management services for Microsoft
365 including additional use cases such as Microsoft Teams Calling & Meetings and Digitizing Business Processes
on Teams with Power Platform. Dell can take your conference spaces to the next level by supporting advanced
services for 3rd party integrations including executive meeting spaces and large board rooms which may contain
unique requirements and integrations. Because conferencing and collaboration has become a critical IT service for
most organizations, Dell offers managed services for every aspect of Microsoft 365.
Get Started
Dell Technologies Services can help you gain the most from Teams Meeting Rooms by accelerating
implementation, adoption, productivity, and collaboration that today’s business climate demands. Our Microsoftcertified consultants will help you envision the early stages of a transformation, speed your transition to Microsoft
Teams and lower overall project risk and business disruption.
We understand the complexities of deploying Microsoft applications and the infrastructure and devices that support
them. Dell Technologies is the recipient of 60+ Microsoft Partner of the Year awards and earned Microsoft
competencies for our global customer experience deploying Microsoft applications and operating environments. Our
services are designed to make your productivity objectives a reality.
Summary of Benefits
Dell Technologies Consulting Services help you gain the most of your Microsoft investments with the right mix of
consulting services to supplement your solution benefits. Our services are:
• Focused, high impact engagements
• Executed with clear phases and decision points
• Validated, repeatable processes
• Flexible, modular approach
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